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The Little Mac Book, Tiger EditionPeachpit Press, 2005
Adopting a back-to-the-basics approach, this best-selling little Mac classic has been revised and overhauled to introduce users to Tiger, Apple's newest version of its revolutionary operating system.    In the gentle, friendly, funny style that generations of computer users have come to know and love, author Robin Williams shows readers how to dive...
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Podcasting and Blogging with GarageBand and iWebPeachpit Press, 2006
If you've got something to say and want to join the podcasting revolution but don't know how to start, this short and approachable guide from bestselling authors Robin Williams and John Tollett will teach you how to create and distribute podcasts using Apple's easy-to-use audio and Web site tools. Using the Garageband and iWeb tools from Apple's...
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iOS 5 Core Frameworks: Develop and Design: Working with graphics, location, iCloud, and morePeachpit Press, 2011

	Everyone seems to have an opinion as to why their favorite mobile platform is better than the others. Some prefer iOS, others choose Android—each platform has its pros and cons. For me, however, iOS stands above the rest in large part due to its use of powerful native frameworks.


	Sure, frameworks and...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS, Sixth Edition (Visual Quickstart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Like previous editions, HTML 4 for the World Wide Web: Visual QuickStart Guide has won universal praise for being the most succinct, indispensable guide to using HTML to design Web pages. Completely updated for HTML 4, this third edition covers such important innovations as Cascading Style Sheets and dynamic HTML, as well as the improved...
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iPhoto '11: The Macintosh iLife Guide to using iPhoto with OS X Lion and iCloudPeachpit Press, 2012

	iPhoto '11 helps you organize, edit, and share your photos. With iPhoto '11 it's easy to organize and manage the thousands (maybe tens of thousands) of photos on your Mac by Faces, Places, and Events. iPhoto '11 also comes with editing and enhancement tools that rival those in expensive photo software. And finally Share what...
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Sell It on eBay: TechTV's Guide to Successful Online AuctionsPeachpit Press, 2003
Got goods to sell? Then get this guide! Chances are, if something exists (and maybe even if it doesn't), it's been sold on eBay! But making sure that your items not just sell, but sell quickly, at your desired price, and without any snafus in shipping or payment takes some doing in the world's largest bazaar. To ensure that kind of eBay success,...
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The Motorola Xoom: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2011

	Back in the early 1990s—1993, to be
	exact—Apple Computer launched a
	handheld computer product known as the
	Newton. Interestingly, the Newton was the
	first device to be called a personal digital
	assistant (PDA), a term that lives on today.
	Essentially, it was the first tablet computer.
	The one thing that most folks...
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The iPod & iTunes Pocket Guide, Second Edition (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2006
iPod users want to start using their devices as soon as they get their  hands on them, and this guide shows them how. In these pages, trusted  gadget teacher Christopher Breen reveals the secrets to using the  leading portable player. This handy guide offers the quickest way to  learn how to use the iTunes Store (including the new movie store!),...
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Digital Shoebox: How to Organize, Find, and Share Your Photos, ThePeachpit Press, 2009

	Most people are awash in digital photos—some taken, some received—stuffed here and there in random folders and albums across a hard drive. In The Digital Shoebox, Sarah Bay Williams, creator of the image archiving system used by the Academy Awards®, shares her foolproof method for effectively organizing, finding, and...
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Photoshop Elements 4 for Windows: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Need to learn Photoshop Elements 4 fast? Try a Visual QuickStart!

This best-selling reference's visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with Adobe's popular consumer image editing software in no time. In this completely updated...
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Final Cut Pro X: Making the TransitionPeachpit Press, 2011


	Final Cut Pro X was born amid controversy.





	And that is a shame, because if you ignore the trauma surrounding its birth, there’s

	a lot of exciting new technology, power, and ease of use hiding under the hood.





	That got me thinking about writing this book.





	When you decide to move to...
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C# Web Development for ASP.NET (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2003
C# was developed from the ground up to serve as the main language for  Microsoft's new .NET framework--and to compete with Java. C# Web Development for ASP.NET: Visual QuickStart Guide  is aimed at beginning developers who may have experience with scripting  languages but are not necessarily experienced with...
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